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LIST PRICE (MSRP)

*Freight Included

$3,399.00

$1,899.00HVN-RT-V2LITE

Plug and play system. No setup required for screening functionality . V2- LITE -Thermal Device with ,  1 year Havrion 
Enterprise  Portal License,  no case or wall mount. Included. The V2-Lite uses multi-point temperature verification to 
ensure that measurements are accurate to within ± 0.5 ºF. Temperature measurements are taken for. Unique to the V2 
Lite is the tri-color LED indicators at the top of the device. These two lights will flash Green or Red depending on the 
result of the scan. Measurements are taken from the forehead region, screens typically take between 2-3 seconds and 
the system also supports facemask verification. Enterprise portal on-Boarding Integration/ Config freight included. WIFI 
not included. Dimensions: 9.37” x 4.82” x 1.24”

 THERMAL SOLUTIONS
Part Number Description

Thermal Devices

HVN-RT-V3

V3-  Thermal Device with Wall Mount/desk mount, case  and a  1 year Havrion Enterprise Portal Included,  The V3  
Thermal device utilizes a very advanced and unique near-infrared sensory array and AI-driven facial recognition 
technology, the device samples multiple points on a person's face to provide extremely reliable temperature readings 
(within ± 0.5 ºF) in just 2-3 seconds. Designed as an all-in-one solution coupled with the Havrion enterprise thermal 
portal for the purpose of ensuring safer working environments during a pandemic. Enterprise portal on-Boarding 
Integration/ Config and freight included. WIFI not included. 10ft Power Cable, Dimensions: 9" x 4.72" x 1.18" 
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LIST PRICE (MSRP)

*Freight Not Included

$59.00

$80.00

$80.00

$300.00

$1,199.00HVN-T-PED-ADJ
Motorized adjustable pedestal stand.  Comes in Black with a blue light sanitization light consistently disinfecting the 
button on the pedestal.  Compatible with the V3 or V2-Lite 
Features disinfecting UV light - Weight: 30 pounds. Constantly cleans the adjustment pedal 

HVN-T-DESK Desk mount with integrated LED light. 

HVN-T-SPRGMNT
Gas Spring Mount, The heavy-duty C-clamp mount fits desks up to 3.15” in thickness. Adjustable arm offers 360 degree 
rotation, 90 degree swivel, and 90 degree tilt.  No tools required and perfect counterbalance presentation in all 
directions, allowing you position the thermal device in any position or angle. Sturdy aluminum and steel design

HVN-T PED Standard display pedestal stand. Comes in  in Gray with integrated LED light

Thermal Device Mounts
*Thermal Device Not included

RT-GlasMont Glass Mount 

 THERMAL SOLUTIONS
Part Number Description



LIST PRICE (MSRP)

*Freight Not Included

$7,900.00

$8,400.00

$5,599.00

$4,950.00

$5,599.00

$4,950.00

HVN-T-SKIOSK-FXB

SMART - FLEX Kiosk-BLACK -Features: The unit allows you to slide a single thermal devices up and down the side of the 
kiosk allowing for all heights and wheel chair associability. -industrial IOT Gateway (8GB, 120GB SSD) + SMSG SoC 13 Inch 
Display  with Magicinfo  Bundle. 1yr Thermal Enterprise Portal License on-boarding support. Plus 1yr Havrion Connect- 
Thermal Lite  License.  Thermal Device and instillation Not included. Multiple Kiosk's may include a Magicinfo on-
boarding cost at an additional cost. 

HVN-T-SKIOSK-QKB

SMART - QUICK Kiosk BLACK- Ability to attach a up to two thermal devices.  Pick your device height on each side from 3 
different static heights. Unit also allows for limited  tilting action of those  thermal devices for  height fluctuation's of the 
end users. -The kiosks also included: industrial IOT Gateway (8GB, 120GB SSD) + SMSG SoC 13 Inch Display  with 
Magicinfo Bundle. 1yr Thermal Enterprise  Portal License on-boarding support. Plus 1yr Havrion Connect- Thermal LITE 
License  |On-Boarding,  Thermal Device(s) & Instillation  Not included | Multiple Kiosk's may include a Magicinfo on-
boarding cost at an additional cost. 

RT-TRNSTL-G-ANGl

( Angular) Brushed Stainless Steel Turnstile- Break down self-check function and alarm function. | set up by using the 
built-in keyboard | Mechanical anti-trap function: wings will close, with strength ≤2Kg; preventing any injuries | Alarm 
system (audible and visual) against unauthorized entries, tailgating, etc. | Wings locked in closed position to prevent 
force intrusion until a valid access control signal is received. | Synchronized and swift gate opening/closing action. | Time-
out closing feature: close after a pre-defined value (default 5 seconds). |Emergency-escape function: In the event of a 
power failure, wings will automatically open. When power comes back on, wings will automatically close. |One-way or bi-
directional |Realize remote control and management through computers-.Thermal Device Not included | Shipping Not 
Included: FedEx Freight. *21 days for deliver 

HVN-T-SKIOSK-FXW

SMART - FLEX Kiosk-WHITE -Features: The unit allows you to slide a single thermal devices up and down the side of the 
kiosk allowing for all heights and wheel chair associability. -industrial IOT Gateway (8GB, 120GB SSD) + SMSG SoC 13 Inch 
Display  with Magicinfo  Bundle. 1yr Thermal Enterprise Portal License on-boarding support. Plus 1yr Havrion Connect- 
Thermal Lite  License.  Thermal Device and instillation Not included. Multiple Kiosk's may include a Magicinfo on-
boarding cost at an additional cost. 

HVN-T-SKIOSK-QKW

SMART - QUICK Kiosk WHITE- Ability to attach a up to two thermal devices.  Pick your device height on each side from 3 
different static heights. Unit also allows for limited  tilting action of those  thermal devices for  height fluctuation's of the 
end users. -The kiosks also included: industrial IOT Gateway (8GB, 120GB SSD) + SMSG SoC 13 Inch Display  with 
Magicinfo Bundle. 1yr Thermal Enterprise  Portal License on-boarding support. Plus 1yr Havrion Connect- Thermal LITE 
License  |On-Boarding,  Thermal Device(s) & Instillation  Not included | Multiple Kiosk's may include a Magicinfo on-
boarding cost at an additional cost. 

Premium Mounts
*Thermal Device Not included

RT-TRNSTL-G-FUL

Brushed Stainless Steel Turnstile-	Break down self-check function and alarm function. | set up by using the built-in 
keyboard | Mechanical anti-trap function: wings will close, with strength ≤2Kg; preventing any injuries | Alarm system 
(audible and visual) against unauthorized entries, tailgating, etc. | Wings locked in closed position to prevent force 
intrusion until a valid access control signal is received. | Synchronized and swift gate opening/closing action. | Time-out 
closing feature: close after a pre-defined value (default 5 seconds). |Emergency-escape function: In the event of a power 
failure, wings will automatically open. When power comes back on, wings will automatically close. |One-way or bi-
directional |Realize remote control and management through computers. | This turnstile can easily integrate the V2-Pro 
with the 3rd party identity card readers through dry contacts for access control - Thermal Device Not included  | 
Shipping NOT Included: 

 THERMAL SOLUTIONS
Part Number Description 08HAVRION



LIST PRICE (MSRP)

$199.00

$499.00

$799.00

*Freight Not Included

$75.00

$110.00

$0.99

$8.30

$250.00

$299.00

$699.00RT-3YREW 3yr  Total Uplifted Extended Warranty - Thermal Sensor Extended Warranty - Device Only (Depot Service) by Rich-Tech

HVN-QR-1Y 1yr license Per Employee- QR code survey -All Devices

HVN-QR-Guest-1Y 1yr for Guest access, Per device per year

Thermal Device Extended Warranties

RT-2YREW 2yrTotal Uplifted Extended Warranty - Thermal Sensor Extended Warranty - Device Only (Depot Service) by Rich-Tech 

RT-DorAcsInstallKit Door Access Installation Kit  Compatible withe V3 to provide additional security for your building. The installation kit 
essentially adds a second lock onto your door for easy accommodation of existing access control systems.

QR Survey Portal License
 This functionality sites as a separate application connected to your device. 

HVN-QR-1M Per Month, Per Employee-QR code daily survey -All Devices.

HVN-EP-C-LICENSE- 3YR 3yr Havrion Protect-Enterprise Portal License RENEWAL

HVN-EP-C-LICENSE-5YR 5yr Havrion Protect- Enterprise Portal License RENEWAL

Thermal Accessories

RT-WIFI-BRDG WIFI Bridge Accessory- Allows your V2-Lite or V3  Lite  to connect wirelessly with your local area network

Thermal Enterprise Portal License- RENEWAL

HVN-EP-C-LICENSE-1YR 1yr Havrion Protect- Enterprise Portal License RENEWAL

 THERMAL SOLUTIONS
Part Number Description
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Part Number LIST PRICE (MSRP)

*Additional hardware and licensing may be required
$4,500.00
$850.00
$299.00
$299.00
$299.00

*Additional hardware and licensing may be required

$5,000.00 

$999.00 

$999.00 

$14,999.00

$1,999.00
$5,999.00
$3,999.00

SAFETY SOLUTIONS  

HVN-ALERT-OB Havrion ALERT basic on-boarding & portal integration

HVN-ALERT-L 1yr Havrion Mobile Panic Button, License  per location Or activation of physical panic buttons per loction

HVN-PB-R Havrion Physical Panic Button - Station -RED   -Connect License  Required

Description

ALERT

HVN-CONPRO-L  1yr Havrion-  Single License Per Panel Compatible with* Samsung  SoC Based Display with Magicinfo License

HVN-CONPRO-SBB-L  1yr Havrion SBB Connect Single Integration License - (Requires Separate purchase of Samsung SBB Box and Magicinfo 
License )

HVN-PB-W Havrion Physical Panic Button - Station -WHITE   - Connect License  Required

HVN-PB-Y Havrion Physical Panic Button - Station -YELLOW  - Connect License  Required

CONNECT | PROTECT
HVN-CONNECT-OB Havrion CONNECT basic on-boarding & portal Integration

HVN-CTR-ADD Havrion Controller Add On (Required for additional 16 Physical Buttons)**

* Possible additional on-boarding fees will occur if Connect is not bundled with the activation ALERT methods. 
*Digital Displays, SBB boxes, Magicinfo licenses ,Amber box Sensors , Mobile Devices as well as instillation associated of such units or software is NOT included

HVN-PROTECT-API-AMBX Havrion Amber box API Integration License  *Additional Hardware and Connect License Required

Additional Hardware*
HVN-C-GTWY Havrion Industrial IOT Gateway (8GB, 120GB SSD, POE, Wireless)

HVN-CTR-BUN Havrion Controller Bundle (Up to 16 Physical Buttons)**
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Last Updated: 12.4.2020-SG
Prices are subject to change without notice
3rd Party API Licenses from Havrion may be required if not listed above
* Shipping  timeframes are targeted and not guaranteed. Also based on availability at the time of purchase. 

**Does not include physical cabling. Physical Cabling required prior to Havrion Controller Configuration
*** Separate Magicinfo License purchase required
*** Additional Shipping charges may apply for Hawaii, Alaska and Guam
Volume Discounts may be available please contact your sales team 
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